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The Failure of Export-Led Growth
in Brazil and Mexico, c. 1870-1930

Introduction
The 1980s have witnessed a sharp reversal in the mainstream development
doctrine in Latin America. The 'foreign trade scepticism' of the Prebish-ECLA
doctrine, which prevailed in Latin America for nearly three decades, has given
way to a new orthodoxy which postulates across-the-board trade liberalisation
and the need to pursue an export-led growth path (Balassa, 1981; Sachs, 1985,
1989). State intervention, protectionism and import substitution industrialisation
are now seen as the roots of the recent debt crisis, widespread X-inefficiencies
and a slowdown in economic growth.
Curiously enough, the new mainstream doctrine shares with its predecessor
a rather one-sided view of previous development experiences. Inspired largely
by the dramatic repercussions of the world depression of the 1930s in Latin
America, the Prebish-ECLA school attributed the failure of economic
development in most of the region to the asymmetries of world trade for
primary producing countries and to export-led growth. Likewise, the new
orthodoxy - inspired by the development crisis of the 1980s - attributes such
a failure to the previous development strategy which, in this case, is
import-substitution industrialisation guided by state intervention. The problem
with these opposite paradigms is that both fail to provide a balanced analysis
of the advantages and disadvantages of import-substitution v. export-led growth
strategies in different historical contexts.
In this respect, the development process from the 1950s has recently received
a more balanced treatment (Wells, 1987; Fanjzylber, 1990; Ocampo, 1990 and
Sunkel, 1991). The pre-1930 period, however, remains little studied. This paper
aims to fill this lacuna, focusing on the cases of Brazil and Mexico during the
period between the early 1870s and the Great Depression of the 1930s.
During that period, Brazil and Mexico, like many other Latin American
countries, followed an export-led growth path which can be characterised as a
relative failure. The unprecedented expansion of world trade during the period
allowed new settlement countries such as the USA and Canada to achieve
relatively high rates of per capita real GDP growth (around 2% per annum) and
raise real wages and productivity to a point that enabled them to embark upon
the 'virtuous circle' of economic development. In contrast, Brazil and Mexico,
also large economies, well-endowed with natural resources, performed rather
poorly: their per capita real GDP growth rates averaged about 0.9% and 1.2%,'

respectively, and displayed marked cyclical instability. This was a binding
constraint on rapid industrialisation in a way whose extent was, by 1929, rather
limited (Fishlow, 1972; Suzigan, 1986; Cardenas, 1987; Haber, 1989).2
In order to understand the process of economic development in these
countries and some of its current problems, an analysis of the causes of such
a failure is clearly important. Yet the existing literature on the topic is deficient
in several respects. In the first place, there is a dearth of thorough statistical
analysis of the determinants of exports in these countries. In the case of Brazil,
for instance, the only detailed quantitative study on the topic is still Delfim
Netto's classic work (1959) on coffee exports. This study, while discussing a
number of factors which shaped coffee export cycles, does not provide a
general econometric model to measure the relative importance of these factors
and is mainly concerned with proving the deleterious effects of the coffee
valorisation policies upon Brazil's competitiveness in the world coffee market.
Systematic studies on other commodities are lacking.3
There is also a lack of comprehensive work on the determinants of Mexico's
exports. Rosenzweig's pioneering research (1960, 1965) on Mexico's exports
during the Porfiriato is mainly descriptive. Moreover, it focuses on the role of
international demand and the depreciation of the silver peso, while fails to
consider a number of other important supply-side influences. The absence of
a solid empirical analysis also plagues regional case studies on the development
of certain export crops, such as sisal in Yucatan and coffee in Chiapas (Wells,
1985; Joseph, 1986; Spenser, 1984). The only systematic attempt to measure
the influence of relative price and other supply-side stimuli on Mexico's
exports is that by Zabludowsky (1984). Yet, under the simplifying assumption
of an infinitely elastic world demand for Mexico's exports, Zabludowsky
overlooks potentially important demand-side influences. Furthermore, none of
the studies mentioned above deal with the period of the Mexican revolution
(1910-20) and its aftermath, on the assumption that there was a major
discontinuity in exports and other economic trends during the Revolution - a
fact which remains to be fully documented.
As far as the impact of exports on the rest of the economy is concerned, the
existing literature is contradictory. Furtado (1963) and Fishlow (1972), for
instance, posit an inverse relationship between export growth and
industrialisation in Brazil. In contrast, Dean (1969) and Suzigan (1986) contend
that this relationship is a direct one. At the heart of this contradiction lies the
the role played by relative price vis-a-vis income effects and the nature of the
linkages of the export sector within the economy. The problem with these
studies is that the former two concentrate on relative price effects, while the
latter focus on income effects. A more balanced approach, which jointly
considers price, income and linkage effects, is missing. Such an integrated
analysis is also absent in the literature on Mexico. Although most authors

contend that Mexico's economic performance before the revolution was highly
responsive to export-led growth (Rosenzweig, 1965; Zabludowsky, 1984; Solis,
1985), this is at variance with the evidence available. In fact, it has been shown,
on the one hand, that a spurt in output growth and industrialisation took place
in the 1890s (Haber, 1989; Catao, 1991) - a period during which exports did
not grow more rapidly than before. On the other hand, the slowdown in
domestic output growth and industrialisation in the 1900s was not accompanied
by a slowdown in export growth (Catao, 1991).
This paper addresses these issues in the light of new historical data. It
provides an extensive statistical analysis of export performance and its
macroeconomic repercussions in Brazil and Mexico during 1870-1930.
Focusing on the differences between the supply-side structures of the Brazilian
and the Mexican economies, I argue that the export growth-led growth failed
not so much due to the slow growth and instability of international demand for
some of their export commodities, but owing to a number of domestic structural
factors peculiar to these countries.
The paper is divided into four sections. Section I documents the growth
patterns of Brazilian and Mexican exports. It shows, on the one hand, that
Brazilian exports moved along a relatively slow growth trend and displayed
marked cyclical instability. Mexico's exports, on the other hand, are shown to
have grown much more rapidly overall and without displaying significant
cyclical variations.
Section II examines the causes of these trends and cycles. It presents a
disaggregated analysis of the commodity composition of exports and then looks
at both supply- and demand-side influences upon them. In this connection, I
show that international demand and the domestic structure of these economies
were both important to explain the observed export performance. This rules out
a number of one-side views on pre-1930 export-led growth in Brazil and
Mexico.
Section III addresses the relationship between exports and domestic output
growth. The size as well as the linkages of the export sector within the
macroeconomy are then considered. Section III shows that the relatively slow
growth of domestic real income in Brazil and its considerable instability over
the 1870-1930 period were mainly due to the substantial backward linkages of
her export sector. In contrast, the failure of export-led growth in Mexico - in
spite of the rapid growth and stability of her exports - can be explained by the
enclave nature of the country's export sector.
Section IV concludes the paper by summarising its previous arguments and
pointing out their relevance in the context of the existing literature.

I. Describing Export Trends
Graph 1 and table 1 both show that Brazilian export value displayed marked
cyclical instability. Long swings of about 20 years length were a major feature
of export growth during the period 1870-1912, with downswings in 1873-84
and 1893-99 and upswings in 1884-93 and 1899-1912. As growth measures
presented in table 1 indicate, the differencebetween the average growth rate in
these downswings and the upswings (A gx) were dramatic.4 From the 1912
peak onwards, such long swings are no longer observed. Between 1912 and
1929, the pattern of export earnings was punctuated by marked short-term
variations associated with the World War I shock and the boom-and-slump of
1919-21.

Graph 1
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On the other hand, measures over longer periods indicate that the long-term
growth trend of exports was relatively low. As shown in table 1, the value of
Brazil's exports grew at only 2.9% p.a. during 1873-1912 and at 1.6% p.a. over
1912-28. Thus, they lagged behind the expansion of world trade, the value of
which grew 3.5% p.a. during 1880-1913 and 3.2% p.a. over 1913-29 (Lewis,
1949, 1978). Brazil also fared much worse than other main primary producers.
Argentina and Canada, for instance saw their exports expand at annual rates of
6.1% and 4.2%, respectively, during 1873-1913 and at 4.9% and 7.6% in
1913-28; Australian exports grew at 3.9% p.a. over 1913-1929.'

Table 1
Brazil: Growth Measures of Export Value (% per annum)
gx

A gx

Long-swing phases:
1873-1884
-1.7
1884-1893
6.0
1893-1899
-3.7
1899-1912
8.7
1912-1919
7.0
-2.4
1919-1928

-

7.7
-9.6
12.4
-1.7
-9.4

gx
Shorter periods:
1912-1914
-21.3
21.1
1914-1919
1919-1921
-36.7
Longer periods:
1873-1912
2.9
1912-1928
1.6

A gx
-

42.4
-57.8
-

-1.3

Source: IBGE (1987, pp. 523-4).

Similar conclusions hold for the volume of Brazilian exports (table 2).
Although considerably less volatile,6 its overall growth rate was low in relative
terms. During 1872-1913, for instance, Brazilian exports grew at 3.4% p.a.,
while Argentine and Canadian exports grew at 5.2% and 4.0% p.a. The gap is
even larger for the period 1913/14-1928: Argentine and Canadian exports
expanded at rates of 5.5% and 6.8% p.a. over that time, whereas Brazil did not
exceed a meagre 2.2% growth rate.7

Table 2
Brazil: Growth Measures of the Export Quantum (% per annum)
gx

Long-swing phases:
2.1
1872-1883
1883-1892
1.5
1892-1901
6.8
1901-1913
0.7
1913-1919
3.8
1919-1931
0.8

A

gx

-

-0.6
5.3
-6.1
3.1
-3.0

Source: IBGE (1987, pp. 551-3).

gx

Shorter periods:
1913-1914
-11.0
1914-1919
7.0
1919-1921
-5.1
Longer periods:
1873-1912
3.4
1912-1928
2.2

A

gx

-

-4.0
-12.1
-

-1.2

In sharp contrast with the Brazilian experience, Mexico's export earnings
grew rapidly through 1883-1912/38 without displaying long-swing variations,
as we can see from graph 2 and table 3.9 Although short-period measures
reveal some degree of cyclical instability during certain sub-periods, in overall
terms Mexico's exports also fared quite well in this regard: the coefficient of
variation of exports for the pre-World War I period is only 1.49 for Mexico,
whereas for Canada it is 2.15, for Argentina 2.63 and for Brazil 3.56.10

Graph 2
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The impressive growth performance of Mexico's exports before World War
I stands out even more clearly when the quantum indicator is considered (table
4). The average growth rate of 7.2% and the absence of major cyclical
instability for the period 1878-1911 is no doubt outstanding by any
international standards. During World War I and the Mexican Revolution, an
absolute decline is observed up to 1917, but this was followed by a sharp
recovery. Hence the average growth rate for the period 1911-21 as a whole was
not substantially lower than that for 1883-1911. Only from 1921 onwards did
a persistent downswing in export volume take place.

Table 3
Mexico: Growth Measures of Export Value (% per annum)
gx

Long-swing phases:
4.1
1883-1892
1892-1900
4.6
1900-1912
6.3
13.4
1912-1920
1920-1928
-4.9

A

gx

-

0.5
1.7
7.1
-18.5

gx

Shorter periods:
1900-1906
1906-1912
1912-1915
1915-1920
Longer periods:
1883-1912
1912-1928

A

gx

9.7
3.0
-3.5
25.0

-6.7
-6.5
28.5

4.8
3.7

-1.1

-

-

Source: Catao (1991, pp. 231-2).

Table 4
Mexico: Growth Measures of the Export Quantum (% per annum)
gx

Long-swing phases:
1883-1892
6.4
1892-1900
7.7
7.4
1900-1911
1911-1921
5.5
1921-1928
-2.8

A

gx

1.3
-0.3
-1.9
-8.3

gx

Shorter periods:
1900-1906
1906-1911
1911-1917
1917-1921
Longer periods:
1883-1911
1911-1928

A

gx

7.3
7.6
-4.4
22.2

0.3
-12.0
26.6

7.2
2.0

-5.2

Source: Catao (1991, pp. 233-4).

In short the evidence of this section leaves us with two main questions. First,
what accounted for the slow growth and instability of Brazil's exports
compared with other primary producing countries? Secondly, why did the
Mexican economy as a whole grow much slower than its exports? We shall
now turn to these questions.

II. Explaining Export Trends

Brazil
Tables 5 and 6 show how Brazilian exports were very little diversified in terms
of both commodity composition and export markets: throughout 1870-1939
overall export growth relied crucially on the performance of coffee exports to
the US market.

Table 5
Brazil: Commodity Composition of Exports (% of value in current price)
Coffee
1870-79
1880-89
1890-99
1900-09
1910-19
1920-29
1930-39

56.3
64.1
67.8
59.0
62.4
71.5
42.3

Cotton

Rubber

9.6
3.6
2.4
3.5
1.4
0.9
18.9

5.2
5.6
8.3
19.6
15.1
1.5
1.5

Sugar
12.8
10.0
6.2
3.8
1.1
0.5
0.0

Others
17.1
16.7
15.3
14.1
20.0
25.6
37.3

Total
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Source: IBGE (1941, pp. 89-90).

TABLE 6
Brazil: Geographical Distribution of Exports (% of value in current price)

1870-79
1880-89
1890-99
1900-09
1910-19
1920-29
1930-39
1872-73

UK

USA

27.0
22.2
11.8
14.3
12.8
6.2
9.0

32.1
43.6
45.2
35.2
40.0
46.5
39.9

Germany France Others
1.6'

12.1"
16.6
13.3
6.7
8.7
12.6

8.5
9.4
8.8
7.6
12.6
12.0
7.8

24.8
12.7
17.6
29.6
27.9
26.6
30.7

Total
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

** obtained by interpolation

Sources: computed from Gongalves (1982, p. 48) and IBGE (1987, pp. 526-8).

Because of the high contribution made by coffee in total exports, this section
will concentrate on the demand and supply influences on the coffee sector. The
role of other main export products such as cotton, rubber and sugar will also be
considered, though in much less detail, at the end of this section.
Most of Brazil's coffee exports went to the USA." Hence, the growth and
fluctuations in US national income had a clear impact on Brazil's coffee
exports. In fact, as graph 3 and table 7 both show, the price and value of
Brazil's coffee exports followed long swings with the same timing as those of
US national output: a downswing in 1873-83, an upswing to 1891, a downswing
in 1891-99 and the 1899-1906 upswing; only between 1906 and 1912 did this
positive correlation break down, with coffee prices rising substantially between
the peaks of 1906 and 1912, whereas US national output underwent a
downswing.12 A positive correlation between long swings in coffee prices and
those in US real income is again observed throughout 1912-1937.

Graph 3

Source:

prices - Delfim Netto (1959, pp. 245-6); quantum - IBGE (1987, p. 312).

Table 7 also highlights two phenomena: on the one hand, it shows that
variations in coffee prices and revenues were far larger than the amplitude of
output swings observed for the USA; on the other hand, the above measures
indicate that the average growth of the coffee export quantum over 1873-1937
was considerably inferior to that of US real income. This suggests that a
substantial part of the growth and fluctuations in coffee exports cannot be
explained by international demand; supply-side factors must also be considered.

Table 7
Growth Measures of World Coffee Price and of the Value of Brazil's
Coffee Exports (%)
gp

gq

1873-83
1883-91
1891-1900
1900-12
1912-29

-7.0
10.0
-12.7
5.7
2.3

1873-83
1883-92
1892-1901
1901-13
1913-31

6.1
1.7
7.6
-0.8
1.7

1873-1929

0.1

1873-1931

2.7

§ous

1873-82
1882-92
1892-99
1899-1906
1906-12
1912-29
1873-1929

4.0
5.3
3.1
5.1
3.1
3.1
3.8

Sources: gp = average geometric growth rate of world coffee prices in US$,
as from Delfim-Netto (1959, pp. 245-6); gq = average geometric growth rate
of the export quantum according to IBGE (1987, pp. 312); gous = average
growth rate of US real GDP, as from Solomou (1987, p. 49) and Maddison
(1982, pp. 173-4).
Coffee production presents three outstanding features. First, a coffee grove
does not bear its first commercial crop until its fourth or fifth year.13 Its
productivity reaches an apex when the tree is around ten years old; then, the
coffee tree continues to bear fruit with declining productivity for thirty to forty
years more (Laerne, 1885, pp. 296-7; Wellman, 1961, pp. 145-51: Holloway,
1975, p. 8).14
A second important feature of coffee production is the substantial amount of
fixed investment required on land clearing and planting. According to Rowe's
estimates (1932, pp. 41-5), fixed costs account for about 75% of total
production costs. Thirdly, a tree with ripening berries must be harvested if its
life expectancy is not to be shortened considerably (Holloway, 1975, p. 13).
This requirement, together with the outstanding importance of fixed costs
relative to harvesting costs, means that the producer's optimal response is
invariably to harvest the current crop, notwithstanding declines in price. Hence,
no significant correlation between current price and current output of coffee is
expected.
The point to be made here is that these structural characteristics alone, under
free market conditions, give rise to cycles of coffee prices with a similar length
as the long swing. In order to show this, consider the coffee supply function

Equation 1
where Ct, (|)(i) and vt stand, respectively, for the number of coffee trees planted
during the period t, the average productivity of these trees and random shocks,
including weather variations.15 The investment function Ct is a function of the
expected coffee price and the price of coffee ('Pc') relative to that of
alternative cultures ('Pa'), 16 i.e.,

Equation 2
Substituting Equation 2 back into Equation 1 and assuming that price
expectations are static,17 that producers are capable of holding stocks for a
period t and that perfect arbitrage holds, we have

Equation 3
where e, tr, Pc* and Pa* stand, respectively, for the mil-reis/US$ exchange rate,
the transportation cost ratio between the coffee producer and the consumer, the
world coffee price in US$ and the world price of those primary products that
constitute alternative possibilities of investment for the coffee producer - which
in the case of Brazil was cotton.
The world coffee demand can be represented by the following demand
function:

Equation 4
where Y* stands for income in the main coffee consuming countries.18
Substitution effects need not be considered insofar as goods such as tea are
highly imperfect substitutes for coffee. The term 'TREND' accounts for factors
such as population growth, the rise in overseas competition and life cycle
effects, whereas e accounts for erratic demand shocks.

A reduced form estimate of the world coffee price can be obtained by
equating Equation 3 and Equation 4 Solving for the market clearing price of
coffee we obtain the following expression:

Equation 5

Under free market conditions, the homogeneous solution of Equation 5 gives
us the cyclical instability generated by the gestation lag in coffee supply.
Letting yl=y2=y3=tr=p2=^ =^=0 and e = l, it follows that

Equation 6
Thus, the problem is reduced to one of unilateral dynamic coupling,
originally discussed by Goodwin (1947). Since the average productivity of a
coffee tree follows a slowly changing path, it is reasonable to assume that (|)(i)
- <))(i-l). Recalling that (|)(40) = 0 by assumption, we can lag Equation 6 one
time period, subtract it from Equation 6 and re-arrange it, so as to get

Equation 7
Another way of obtaining a simplified equation, also similar to Equation 7,
is to disregard the slight rise in the productivity of the coffee tree between its
fifth and tenth year of life. Instead, it can be assumed that the productivity of
the coffee tree reaches its peak when the tree is five years old and then declines
according to a geometric progression.19 In this case, where (j)(i) can be written
as ku', the resulting equation is as follows

Equation 7U
Although there do not exist any precise estimates of p, or <>| for the
pre-World War II period, reasonable guesses can be made. As regards the

parameter p,, note that it corresponds to the absolute value of the price
elasticity of supply of coffee divided by its price elasticity of demand. The
world demand for coffee possesses a very low price-elasticity - something in
the range of 0.2 to 0.5, according to econometric works dealing with the
post-1940 period (Delfim Netto, 1959, p. 201; Parikh, 1974, p. 40; Ford, 1978,
p. 119). With reference to price supply elasticity, it has been suggested that it
was about 0.5 for the pre-1906 period (Delfim Netto, 1959, p. 19). On the other
hand, OLS estimates to be provided below suggest a price supply elasticity of
0.3. So, a figure in the range of 0.3 to 0.5 is representative.
Undertaking simulations of Equation 7 for values of p ranging from 2.0 to
0.8 and supposing a productivity function (|)(i) with various different shapes,
coffee prices displayed cycles of 14 to 16 years length.

The simulation results also show that the higher the supply price elasticity
relative to demand, the larger the amplitude but the lower the cyclical period.
This has a clear intuitive explanation: for a given increase in supply, ceteris
paribus, prices have to drop substantially so as to make demand equal to
supply; the lower the demand price elasticity, the sharper the price fall must be.
On the other hand, if coffee tree productivity evolves along a more pronounced
downward trend, the lower the cyclical period and the lower the cyclical
amplitude. In any case, the cyclical period remains within 14-16 years under
realistic assumptions about the parameters' value.
The above simulations therefore show that long swings in coffee prices may
be caused by a once-and-for-all shock upon our structural model. Clearly,
income fluctuations in the core countries are a major source of such shocks. If
income fluctuations in the core countries (Yt) display a similar cyclical
periodicity and phase as given by the homogeneous solution pchl, a price cycle

of that periodicity but of higher amplitude will emerge.20 The evidence
presented in both graph 3 and table 7 supports the hypothesis that these supply
and demand influences were both present.
Yet our analysis would be incomplete if it did not give an account of other
factors that may have either enhanced or reduced the growth and fluctuations
of world coffee prices. Since Brazil's coffee production accounted for 50% to
70% of world supply, variations in local weather conditions, exchange rates,
transportation costs and stock policy all had major repercussions on the world
price of coffee and consequently on Brazil's export earnings.
The influence of weather shocks on Brazilian coffee production during some
years (e.g. 1870, 1886, 1902 and 1918) is acknowledged in the literature
(Delfim Netto, 1959, passim; Pelaez, 1971, p. 67). However, no attention has
been paid to climatic shock as a possible cause of cyclical variations in coffee
prices. Given the propagation mechanism, a once-and-for-all weather shock is
capable of generating cycles in production and prices, as Frisch (1933) has
demonstrated. Besides, there exists evidence about the existence of climatic
cycles of some 20 years length (Lamb, 1982), which may themselves generate
long swings. In the British case, for example, agricultural long swings were
generated inter alia by climatic changes throughout 1856-1913 (Solomou, 1987,
pp. 122-3). As regards Brazil, it is likely that such systematic climatic
variations were partly smoothed by the rapid expansion of the agricultural
frontier. This is, however, a hypothesis that needs to be carefully tested based
on metereological data available in primary data sources, a task which is
beyond the scope of the present work.
That variations in the Brazilian exchange rate influenced world coffee prices
with some five year lag is clear from equation 5. However, the value of the
exchange rate is not a purely exogenous factor. As discussed elsewhere (Catao,
1991), the exchange rate is, inter alia, a positive function of coffee prices.
Throughout 1870-1930, export earnings were highly correlated with coffee
export prices. So, on the one hand, rising export revenues lead to exchange rate
appreciation, ceteris paribus. In other words, as Pc is high in equation 7, the
level of e is low, so that the impact of past coffee prices (Pct.j) on the current
price (Pct) is attenuated. Hence exchange rate variations caused by fluctuations
in coffee prices played a counter-cyclical role.
On the other hand, however, this exchange rate mechanism had a major
negative effect on the long-term growth of Brazil's overall exports. By keeping
the domestic coffee price high during periods of falling world prices, such
counter-cyclical variations of the exchange rate contributed to a faster growth
of supply relative to the world demand for coffee in the long-run. Hence, the
stagnant trend of world coffee prices between 1873 and 1929 (table 7). Also,
by keeping the price of coffee high relative to that of other domestic crops, this

